STATEMENT OF SENATOR STROM THURMOND IN OPPOSITION TO AREA
REDEVELOPMENT BILL, S. 722, ON SENATE FLOOR, MARCH 23, 1959.
MR. PRESIDENT:
In May of 1958, almost identical proposals to those of
S. 722 were considered by the Senate as embodied in S. 3683.
At that time I spoke in opposition to these proposals and my
remarks at that time are equally applicable to the provisions
of S. 722.

I ask unanimous consent that my statement of

May 13, 1958, be printed in The Record at this point in my
remarks.

Mr. President, there can be no argument with the premise
that the Federal Government has a definite responsibility in
promoting the fullest possible employment; but there is as
great a difference between a sensible implementation of this
principle and the proposals of S. 722 as there is between free
enterprise and socialism.
Our Government is uniquely designed to foster the operation
of private, as distinguished from government, enterprise.
Constitution fairly shouts the word
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opportunity" , by enunciating

the framework of a government with a minimum of the fetters of
regulation.

Our standard of living and our productivity are

undeniable proof of the superiority of free enterprise as a
means of providing material goods within thee::!onomic reach of
the maximum number of people.
Involved economic theories are not necessary to explain
the success of free enterprise under a system of government
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which permits it to exist.

On the contrary, its success is

obviously due to the fact that it provides an incentive for
efficiency in the form of profits, while insuring the elimination
of inefficiency.
Efficiency, in this instance, can be said to be the ability
to produce goods at a cost which the maximum number of people
can afford and are willing to pay.

For any industry which is

a component of our economy, its efficiency is controlled by
a great variety of variable factors.

Three primary and initial

prerequisites are capital, business Judgment, and a market for
the product produced.
quantities, the
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Assuming these to exist in sufficient

efficiency 11 of the particular industry will

depend on such factors, among others, as proximity to market and
raw materials, cost of power, cost of labor, cost of raw materials,
adequacy and cost of transportation, climate, and local and State
fiscal policies and practices; not only as they apply to the
particular industrial effort, but also as they apply to its
competitors.

These are some of the factors which will determine

whether any particular industrial effort shall succeed or fail;
and just as surely, they will influence the question of whether
there will be substantial unemployment in the area of the industry's
location.
To be efficient, and therefore competitive, industry must
be responsive to changes in all these factors and others which
affect its efficiency.

A slow response can be fatal.

In some

instances, response is impossible, as for example, where the
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market ceases to exist, or where available capital is insufficient
to keep abreast of technological developments.

Thus occur

industrial failures and the resulting unemployment.

This unemploy

ment can only be permanently relieved by the expansion or inaugura
tion of other industry, often at a different location in order to
avoid the adverse factors which created the unemployment in the
first place.
Business success is the answer to full employment; it can
only lie through bold, oonfident, and rapid decisions by those
who undertake the business venture, and then only when they have
the capital to implement their decisions.
Our Government can best contribute to full employment by
creating an attitude of confidence on the part of businessmen
and by adopting policies which will permit the existence of
capital to implement that attitude.
This measure, S. 722, is a step in the opposite direction.
Our Government is ill equipped to substitute its judgment for
that of the entrepreneurs who have built our free enterprise
system.

A representative, deliberative type of government intention

ally sacrifices efficiency and speed in the interest of stability
and cautious protection of individual rights.

Although ours

is an ideal system for Government, it is not at all capable of
efficient operation of a business.
Nothing could prove the point more conclusively than S. 722.
Thousands of development boards have been created by States,
cities and communities, and most, if not all of them, have
diligently set about creating the conditions conducive to
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industrial efficiency, so that industry, recognizing these assets,
would locate and thrive in the community.

S. 722, on the other

hand, would substitute Government funds for the lack of conditions
which would insure the ability of industry to be efficient and
competitive.

Not only would the subsidy of taxpayer~ funds

seek to promote the establishment of industry where it could not
be competitive without subsidy, but it would discourage industries
which finance themselves, and also those commendable efforts of
development boards all over the country.
This Federal Area Redevelopment program would encourage
communities to borrow funds unwisely, which they hope to repay
from increased tax sources.

True, employment may be temporarily

boosted, but as soon as the competitive advantages created by
the subsidy have been exhausted, those initial factors which
left the community without employment in the first place will
reassert themselves.

The alternative will then have to be faced

of either continuing the subsidy or leaving the community where
it was, but for the additional burden of a staggering addition
to the public debt.
We have an excellent opportunity to assist in securing full
employment, although the course of fulfillment certainly does
not lie through programs such as those proposed by S. 722.

On

the contrary, it lies through the adoption of a policy of fiscal
responsibility, and a reduction of Federal regulations, which
bind our industrial sinews.
Our present program of fiscal unbalance neither encourages
an attitude of business confidence, nor leaves much hope for
the continued existence of the capital necessay for industrial
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expansion.

Only by reducing Government spending to a figure

within its income, can we encourage an attitude of confidence
that the whims of legislators will not consume the very capital
essential to industrial expansion.

Only through the reduction

of spending can we make possible a reduction in taxes--and if
there be any doubt that this is the true course to industrial
expansion, one need but look at the 8 per cent increase in gross
national product which followed the $7.5 billion tax reduction
of 1954.
If our industrial expansion is to continuously keep pace
with our gvowing population, we must cease our unnecessary regulation
of business, which now approaches a state of regimentation.

We

should continue, of course, to prevent abuses of the free enter
prise system, but this does not necessitate the creation of
burdensome reports and regulations which encumbers every business
effort and discourages new business ventures.

Mr. President, let us realize at this late hour, before
it is too late, that the Government is contributing to unemploy
ment with its irresponsible deficit spending and its creation
of unnecessary regulations which apparently reflect a sort of
hostility to business.

Such socialistic schemes as S. 722

will only further compound the problem.
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